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Main Recommendations
Small-bowel capsule endoscopy (SBCE)
1 ESGE recommends that prior to SBCE patients ingest a purgative (2 L of polyethylene glycol [PEG]) for better visualization.
Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.

2 ESGE recommends that SBCE should be performed as an outpatient procedure if possible, since completion rates are higher in outpatients than in inpatients.
Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

3 ESGE recommends that patients with pacemakers can safely undergo SBCE without special precautions.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

4 ESGE suggests that SBCE can also be safely performed in patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators and left ventricular assist devices.
Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

5 ESGE recommends the acceptance of qualified nurses and trained technicians as prereaders of capsule endoscopy studies as their competency in identifying pathology is similar to that of medically qualified readers. The responsibility of establishing a diagnosis must however remain with the attending physician.
Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.
This Technical Review complements the recent European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) Clinical Guideline on small-bowel capsule endoscopy (SBCE) and device-assisted enteroscopy (DAE) for the diagnosis and treatment of small-bowel disorders. The aim of this complementary Technical Review is to discuss technical issues relating to the use of both SBCE and DAE, providing guidance for clinicians on optimal performance of these procedures in clinical practice.

1. Introduction and aim

Small-bowel capsule endoscopy (SBCE) and device-assisted enteroscopy (DAE) have been used in clinical practice in Western countries since 2001 and 2005, respectively. Their combined use has revolutionized the approach to the investigation and management of small-bowel pathology, modifying well-established clinical models (e.g., the definition of obscure gastrointestinal bleeding) [1] and leading to the development of new diagnostic and therapeutic algorithms [1, 2].

In 2015, the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) issued a Clinical Guideline [2] that focused mainly on the role of SBCE and DAE for diagnosis and management of small-bowel disorders; technical and practical aspects were not discussed. Similarly, in other reviews and guidelines [3–8] technical matters such as preparation schedule, reading/reporting protocols, sedation regimens, and choice of DAE insertion route (which have been shown to impact on the diagnostic and therapeutic yield [9,10]) are only partially addressed.

In order to complement the 2015 Clinical Guideline, ESGE commissioned and funded this comprehensive evidence-based Technical Review. The endoscopic technique itself has already been described in detail elsewhere [3,4–8,11,12]; this Technical Review therefore focuses on other unaddressed SBCE- and DAE-related technical issues, in order to provide guidance for clinicians on the optimal use of these technologies in clinical practice.

2. Methods

The procedure definitions adopted in the present Technical Review are in line with those of the Clinical Guideline [2]. DAE includes double-balloon enteroscopy (DBE), single-balloon enteroscopy (SBE), spiral enteroscopy, and balloon-guided endoscopy (BGE). The evidence concerning the latter technique is very limited, thus the present Technical Review is focused on DBE, SBE, and spiral enteroscopy (DBE and SBE being grouped together as balloon-assisted enteroscopy [BAE]). Since some DAE technical issues differ completely between adult and pediatric patients [13–15], the present Technical Review focuses on the management of adult patients.

6 ESGE recommends observation in cases of asymptomatic capsule retention.
   Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.
   In cases where capsule retrieval is indicated, ESGE recommends the use of device-assisted enteroscopy as the method of choice.
   Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

Device-assisted enteroscopy (DAE)

1 ESGE recommends performing diagnostic DAE as a day-case procedure in patients without significant underlying co-morbidities; in patients with co-morbidities and/or those undergoing a therapeutic procedure, an inpatient stay is recommended.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.
   The choice between different settings also depends on sedation protocols.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

2 ESGE suggests that conscious sedation, deep sedation, and general anesthesia are all acceptable alternatives: the choice between them should be governed by procedure complexity, clinical factors, and local organizational protocols.
   Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

3 ESGE recommends that the findings of previous diagnostic investigations should guide the choice of insertion route.
   Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

If the location of the small-bowel lesion is unknown or uncertain, ESGE recommends that the antegrade route should be generally preferred.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.
   In the setting of massive overt bleeding, ESGE recommends an initial antegrade approach.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

4 ESGE recommends that, for balloon-assisted enteroscopy (i.e., single-balloon enteroscopy [SBE] and double-balloon enteroscopy [DBE]), small-bowel insertion depth should be estimated by counting net advancement of the endoscope during the insertion phase, with confirmation of this estimate during withdrawal.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.
   ESGE recommends performing diagnostic DAE as a day-case procedure in patients without significant underlying co-morbidities; in patients with co-morbidities and/or those undergoing a therapeutic procedure, an inpatient stay is recommended.
   Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

5 ESGE recommends that all endoscopic therapeutic procedures can be undertaken at the time of DAE.
   Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.
   Moreover, when therapeutic interventions are performed, additional specific safety measures are needed to prevent complications.
   Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.
ESGE appointed a coordinating team (E.R., C.S., and M.P.), who formed two working groups (one for SBCE and one for DAE) and identified two group leaders (S.A. for SBCE and A.M. for DAE) ([Appendix e1](#), see online-only Supplementary material). Each working group was charged with a series of topic-specific key questions ([Appendix e2](#), online-only Supplementary material) and performed a dedicated systematic literature search, including as a minimum the following key words: small-bowel capsule endoscopy, device-assisted enteroscopy, double-balloon enteroscopy, single-balloon enteroscopy, spiral enteroscopy, balloon-assisted enteroscopy, small-bowel, capsule endoscopy, and enteroscopy, as appropriate. All retrieved papers were evaluated by checking the title, abstract, and full text. The systematic literature search was performed in July 2016. A nonsystematic literature search was repeated, when appropriate, through March 2017 (this date should be taken into account for future updates).

All selected articles were graded by the level of evidence and strength of recommendation; statements were provided by the two working groups, according to the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system [16, 17]. During a dedicated meeting in October 2016, the statements were presented, discussed, modified, and finally approved by consensus. The coordinating team drafted a manuscript, which was eventually reviewed, modified, and approved by the working group leaders. The paper was sent for internal review to all individual ESGE members in July 2017. After incorporation of their comments, the ESGE Governing Board endorsed it, prior to submission to *Endoscopy* for international peer review.

This Technical Review will be considered for review in 2022, or sooner if important new evidence becomes available. Any updates in the interim period will be noted on the ESGE website: http://www.esge.com/esge-guidelines.html.

### 3. Statements and recommendations on small-bowel capsule endoscopy (SBCE)

#### 3.1 Commercially available devices

Available devices and their main technological features are listed in [Table 1](#) in [Appendix e3](#) (online-only Supplementary material).

#### 3.2 Preparation

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that prior to SBCE patients follow a modified diet.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that patients ingest a purgative (2 L of polyethylene glycol [PEG]) prior to SBCE for better visualization.

Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.

The optimal timing for taking purgatives is yet to be established. Prokinetics do not improve completion rate of SBCE and their routine administration is not recommended.

Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.
Evidence in the literature supports that an inpatient setting is more often associated with an incomplete SBCE procedure [35, 36]. A cohort study of 334 consecutive patients undergoing SBCE (264 outpatient and 70 inpatient procedures) was analyzed retrospectively [35]. The capsule did not enter the small bowel in 6/70 inpatients versus 8/264 outpatients (P=0.04). The capsule did not reach the cecum in 31.4% of inpatient studies versus 9.5% of outpatient studies (P<0.001). Mean gastric transit time was prolonged in inpatients (98.5 minutes) versus outpatients (60.4 minutes, P=0.008). Among inpatients, the proportion of incomplete exams was higher in an intensive care unit setting (7/13, 54%) than a general medical ward setting (15/57, 26%) (P=0.05). Although there are no clear-cut explanations for these findings, the number and severity of comorbidities, use of medications which may affect small-bowel transit time, as well as the reduced physical activity of inpatients, have been postulated as potential contributing factors. In another prospective study, 76 patients undergoing SBCE were enrolled to assess the relationship of physical activity to completion rates [37]. The SBCE completion rate was 100% (23/23) in the outpatient group, 85.7% (30/35) in the “mild bed-rest” group, and 72.2% (13/18) in the “strict bed-rest” group. Reduced physical activity was a significant risk factor for incomplete SBCE examination (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 3.39) [37].

In some clinical scenarios the timing of SBCE is a crucial issue. In patients with acute overt bleeding, clinical guidelines [2] suggest performing SBCE as soon as possible after the bleeding episode (ideally within 24–72 hours). When clinically indicated, the examination should not be postponed simply because the patient is an inpatient. In such situations, however, a higher rate of incomplete examinations has to be expected because of a prolonged transit time in critically ill patients who are more likely to be confined to bed; therefore, all those practices that would favor a complete examination (see section 3.4) should be implemented.

### 3.4 The role of real-time monitoring

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends the use of a real-time viewer, particularly in patients who are at risk of delayed gastric emptying and who may experience gastric capsule retention. In these cases, a real-time viewer may guide appropriate intervention (administration of a prokinetic agent and/or endoscopically assisted capsule delivery into the duodenum) to optimize the SBCE examination.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

Currently, real-time viewers are incorporated into several SBCE systems. Although unpublished data on the experience of hundreds of healthy volunteers shows that capsule passage through the stomach usually occurs within 4 hours of capsule ingestion (in 97%–100%), patients at risk of delayed gastric emptying may have a failed SBCE exam because of transient capsule retention within the stomach. This subgroup includes...
inpatients, patients with diabetic neuropathy, severe hypothyroidism, or renal insufficiency, and/or those using psychotropic or narcotic medications. Such patients may benefit from the use of a real-time viewing system, to guide pre-emptive intervention in the case of capsule gastric retention.

A prospective study by Hosono et al. [38] from Japan compared SBCE performance in 80 patients with or without real-time viewing. In the real-time viewing group, 10 mg of metoclopramide, followed by 500 mL of PEG was given if the capsule had failed to pass through the stomach at 60 minutes post-ingestion. The completion rate in the real-time viewing group was significantly higher than in the control group (90% vs. 72.5%). Shiotani et al. [39] have recently compared the proportion of completed exams and positive results among a group of patients studied before introduction of real-time viewing and a group in which capsule transit through the esophagus, stomach, and small bowel was regularly monitored and action was taken (e.g. administration of water or intravenous metoclopramide) if it was delayed. They found that the use of a real-time viewer increased SBCE completion rates from 66% to 86% (P = 0.002). Ogata et al. found that the real-time viewer was useful in identifying patients with gastric transit times longer than 1 hour and that the oral administration of 10 mg of metoclopramide was useful in this setting [40].

**3.5 Procedure-related and special situation-related precautions**

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that patients should fast for at least 2 hours after capsule ingestion. Patients may be allowed to drink clear liquids 2 hours after capsule ingestion, and to eat solid food 4 hours after capsule ingestion. 

Weak recommendation, very low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that patients with a pacemaker can safely undergo SBCE without special precautions.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence. 

ESGE suggests that SBCE can also be safely performed in patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) and left ventricular assist devices (LVADs).

Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

**3.5.1 Food and water ingestion**

When SBCE was introduced into clinical practice, manufacturers recommended that patients may drink water 2 hours after capsule ingestion and may eat 4 hours after capsule ingestion. In the absence of studies evaluating the effect of the timing of water and/or food ingestion on capsule view quality and/or transit time, at present, expert opinion supports adherence to this regimen. Nevertheless, recent experience, mainly derived from studies focused on preparation regimens for colon capsule endoscopy, suggests that earlier ingestion of clear liquids may enhance capsule view quality and propulsion.

**3.5.2 Electromagnetic interference with other devices**

Technical specifications of capsules that use radiofrequencies for data transmission demonstrate that the maximum transmission power is usually below the permitted limits for cardiac devices [41, 42]. Hence, impairment of implanted cardiac devices by SBCE is unlikely. Nevertheless, SBCE users are concerned that possible interference between capsules and cardiac devices could be life-threatening for patients. Therefore, since the introduction of SBCE, several in vitro [43–45] and in vivo [45–58] studies have analyzed electromagnetic interference between SBCE and implantable cardiac devices (i.e., pacemakers, implantable cardioverter defibrillators [ICDs], and LVADs). Bandorski et al. [46] (data from 2010) reported a retrospective study on 300 patients with cardiac pacemakers who had undergone SBCE despite the formal contraindication stated by manufacturers; no adverse events had occurred. Subsequently, other authors investigated in vivo the potential interaction of SBCE with pacemakers and confirmed that no clinically relevant interference occurred either way [45–53, 59].

At present, fewer data are available on SBCE patients with ICDs [45, 46, 48, 49, 55–58] or LVADs [60–65], mostly because of the relative rarity of clinical conditions requiring their implant. However the available evidence on the safety of SBCE in this subset of patients seems to be reassuring. Although Dubner et al., in an in vitro study [45], described oversensing of ICDs and inappropriate shock delivery, so far several case reports and case series (involving more than 100 patients overall) reported that no significant interference was found in patients with ICDs. Similarly, in the case reports and case series, involving overall approximately 90 patients with LVADs undergoing SBCE [60–65], no hemodynamic, electronic, or mechanical abnormalities or malfunctions of LVADs were observed, whereas short interference (loss of images) in SBCE image acquisition has been described. Regarding capsules without radiofrequency data transmission, one study investigating a capsule that uses the human body for data transmission (including 3 patients with pacemakers and 3 patients with ICDs) did not report any interference in either direction [66]; for capsules with onboard storage of images without transmission, interference with cardiac devices is not possible [41].

In light of all these data, the presence of implanted cardiac devices should no longer be seen as a contraindication for SBCE when it is clinically indicated. During the SBCE recording, patients with implanted cardiac devices should avoid areas containing instruments/devices generating strong electromagnetic fields (e.g. cardiology units using telemetric monitoring, radiology units, etc.), because they may interfere with capsule data recording [46, 49, 52]. Therefore, systematic telemetric monitoring is not recommended in patients with implanted cardiac devices who are undergoing SBCE; if cardiac monitoring is necessary during SBCE, wired systems should be used [41].

Recently, interference has been reported between capsule endoscopy and the second-generation OmniPod patch pump,
which shares the same radiofrequency [67], whereas mobile phones do not appear to interfere with SBCE imaging.

### 3.5.3 Pregnancy

Only a few cases of capsule endoscopy during pregnancy have been reported [68, 69]. Although the reported cases resulted in favorable maternal and fetal outcomes, current data are insufficient to make any specific recommendation. Experts suggest that, at the present time, capsule endoscopy is considered to be contraindicated during pregnancy, but it might be considered in the case of life-threatening conditions, such as massive life-threatening bleeding, after a full discussion with the patient and due consideration of the potential risks and benefits.

### 3.6 Post-procedure precautions

Capsule retention is arbitrarily defined as the identification of a capsule endoscope on abdominal radiological imaging ≥14 days after capsule ingestion [70]. Patients undergoing SBCE should be instructed to check for egestion of the capsule endoscope and to report any relevant symptom that may potentially suggest capsule retention. In asymptomatic patients who do not notice capsule egestion within 2 weeks of ingestion, an abdominal radiograph should generally be obtained to rule out capsule retention. Abdominal radiographic imaging may be avoided if the capsule recording confirms passage into the colon, since the risk of capsule retention in these patients appears negligible [70, 71].

Regarding the management of patients with capsule retention, please refer to section 3.10.

### 3.7 Capsule endoscopy readers

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that a plain abdominal X-ray should be performed in patients with an incomplete capsule study (capsule not reaching the colon or stoma bag) if they do not notice capsule egestion after 15 days.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

The available evidence confirms that, after adequate training, nurses and/or other technical staff are able to identify pathology as well as physicians [72–76]. It is therefore acceptable for physicians to rely on adequately trained and qualified pre-readers. The ultimate diagnostic responsibility, and interpretation of the capsule findings within the particular clinical context, must however remain with the attending physician.

### 3.8 Small-bowel capsule endoscopy reading protocols

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that SBCE recordings should be read at a maximum speed of 10 frames per second in a single-view mode. Double- and multiple-view modes, if available, at a maximum speed of 20 frames per second are also viable alternatives.

Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests slowing down the frame rate, below the thresholds recommended above, when evaluating the proximal small bowel.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that automated fast reading software may be used in conditions affecting the small-bowel mucosa diffusely, but this should never replace conventional reading.

Weak recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE does not recommend the routine use of virtual chromoendoscopy during reading of the capsule recording since it does not appear to improve lesion detection or characterization.

Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.

There are no evidence-based recommendations regarding optimal frame rate for reading SBCE recordings. However, since SBCE reading is a time-consuming process, several options have been evaluated with the aim of saving time without compromising lesion detection rate. These include view mode (automatic vs. manual), frame rate (number of images viewed per second), single-frame versus multiframe views, and automated viewing applications. Automatic mode, which eliminates similar images, results in a significant reduction of reading time (by up to 50%) with a very low diagnostic miss rate when compared with manual mode [77, 78]. On the other hand, the impact of viewing frame rate on lesion detection is not clear. While some authors have demonstrated low diagnostic miss rates regardless of viewing frame rate [77, 79], others have concluded that increasing the viewing frame rate may result in lesions being missed [80, 81]. Most studies have selected a
viewing frame rate of 10 frames per second in single-view mode as the “reference standard.” Although direct evidence is lacking, several studies have reported that SBCE lesion miss rate is higher in the proximal small bowel [82–84]. Factors which may contribute to higher lesion miss rates in this region include faster capsule propulsion through sharply angulated segments, and the presence of bile and foam which may obscure mucosal views. Therefore, expert opinion suggests decreasing the viewing frame rate when evaluating the proximal small bowel [85–88]. In addition, other factors potentially affecting the reviewing speed are reader expertise (a highly experienced reader can read an SBCE video with a higher frame rate compared to a beginner), SBCE capsule progression speed, and quality of small-bowel preparation (if the capsule passes very quickly or the quality of view is low, the reader has to decrease the frame rate).

Four studies have evaluated the effects of multiframe vs. single-frame views, on reading time and lesion detection [77, 79–81]. Multiframe modes appear to save time without compromise of lesion detection (especially for diffuse pathology such as that found in inflammatory bowel disease [IBD]), when compared with a single-frame viewing mode. Most of the evidence relating to automated fast-viewing applications comes from studies relating to the QuickView mode, an automated fast reading mode available on RapidView software (Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland). Although it has been demonstrated to definitively save time, this potential benefit is offset by an unacceptable lesion miss rate, ranging from 6.5% to 12% [78, 89, 90]. The majority of missed lesions were single isolated lesions (such as polyp, vascular, or isolated inflammatory lesions). Despite this shortcoming, it may still have a role in conditions associated with diffuse small-bowel pathology such as IBD. In fact the agreement between automated fast reading and conventional viewing was higher when the indication for the procedure was suspected IBD.

In light of the fact that currently the images acquired at SBCE are not of high resolution, the potential roles of any image-enhancement tool are: (a) to improve the detection rate for clinically relevant lesions; (b) to allow more accurate characterization/definition of observed lesions; and/or (c) to provide a new classification system for lesions in order to have an impact on patient outcomes (e.g., to identify those lesions that require treatment) [91]. In 2005, flexible spectral imaging color enhancement (FICE) (Fujifilm, Saitama, Japan) was developed as a new type of image-enhanced endoscopy [92]; it was also enhanced with a “blue mode” (“BM”) modality. This system is now embedded into the Rapid reading software. Other software (such as augmented live-body image color spectrum enhancement [ALICE]) is also available and embedded into other capsule endoscopy platforms (MiroView; Intromedic, Seoul, Korea) [93]. The majority of the evidence in the literature refers to the clinical validity of FICE in capsule endoscopy. Several studies have evaluated the role of image-enhanced capsule endoscopy in improving the characterization (i.e., visualization and/or delineation) of lesions [94–101]. The impact of FICE on lesion detection rate has been extensively evaluated [94–99, 102–109]. A recent meta-analysis of pooled results of 13 studies (10 focused on lesion detection and 3 on lesion delineation) explored the possible role of different FICE settings. The authors evaluated separately the three available FICE settings for each subtype of small-bowel lesion (vascular, inflammatory, and protruding). Interestingly, in this meta-analysis all three FICE modes failed to show any significant improvement either in detection or delineation of any subtype of small-bowel lesion [110].

The “blue mode” modality, alone or in conjunction with FICE, was also examined [98–102, 104, 109, 111] and the results for this adjunctive modality are heterogeneous. Recent studies failed to show any benefit of blue mode over conventional white light capsule endoscopy in delineating small-bowel lesions [104]. With regard to lesion detection [94, 102–104, 108, 112], blue mode was shown to improve the detection rate in one study [109], while no difference in detection rate was observed in another study [104]. With regard to ALICE, the few data available do not allow recommendations to be made.

3.9 Reporting

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recognizes that data are scarce on the type of information to be included in the SBCE report. ESGE suggests that standardized scores, when applicable, should be used to describe relevant findings. Lesion location should also be reported by means of a relevant transit-time index.

Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

There is little evidence on which to base recommendations for what should be included in the SBCE report. However, there is clearly information that should be included in every endoscopy report (i.e., patient name, demographic and contact details, referrer details, procedure indications, brief history of previous investigations, and relevant medical details). The SBCE report should also include: (a) procedure-related data (some of which is provided by the relevant proprietary software, i.e., gastric transit time, small-bowel transit time, and overall recording time); (b) bowel preparation used, if any; (c) quality of bowel preparation (possibly evaluated using a published grading scale [113] even if, as currently, robust validated scales are lacking and computer automated systems are still under evaluation); (d) completion/extent of examination; (e) clinical findings; and (f) advice.

Considering the intrinsic limitations of SBCE, the report should include (when applicable):

- estimated lesion size and estimated location;
- objective reporting of any visualized inflammatory changes, by means of the Lewis score or Capsule Endoscopy Crohn’s Disease Activity Index CECDAI [114, 115], as appropriate; and
- an accurate description by means of the Smooth, Protruding lesion Index on Capsule Endoscopy (SPICE) score, and/or the Shyung score [116, 117] (for protruding lesions which may either represent neoplasms or innocuous mucosal bulges); and
• the clinical relevance of the findings (i.e., the predicted significance of observed lesions, especially in those referred with suspected small-bowel bleeding) [118].

An estimate of lesion location, based on a transit-time index (e.g., the time from the pylorus to the lesion, divided by the time from the pylorus to the ileocecal valve [119]), should always be included for every identified lesion in order to facilitate selection of the appropriate approach for a subsequent DAE procedure (i.e., antegrade or retrograde route) [119, 120]; see also section 4.5. The standardized scores, along with the estimated lesion location, are helpful in shortening the SBCE report, thus avoiding long, arbitrary, and sometimes ambiguous descriptions. Nevertheless, the reader must summarize the findings in a clear and clinically relevant manner that allows the referring physician to plan the patient’s future therapeutic/diagnostic management.

3.10 Complication rates and prevention of complications (see also section 3.11: Use of the patency capsule)

**RECOMMENDATION**
ESGE recommends observation in cases of asymptomatic capsule retention.
Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence. When clinically indicated (e.g., in patients with IBD), a targeted treatment with steroids should be considered to facilitate capsule egestion.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**
In cases where capsule retrieval is indicated, ESGE recommends the use of device-assisted enteroscopy (DAE) as the method of choice. When clinically indicated or when DAE is unsuccessful, surgical intervention is indicated to retrieve the capsule and/or to treat the underlying disease.
Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**
ESGE recommends the use of endoscopic capsule placement in patients with a suspected or established non-obstructive swallowing disorder, in order to prevent capsule aspiration.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

It has been well established that certain underlying conditions predispose to capsule retention. A recently published meta-analysis showed that the capsule retention rate was 2.1% for patients with suspected small-bowel bleeding (95% CI 1.5% – 2.8%) and 2.2% (95% CI 0.9% – 5.0%) for those having evaluation because of abdominal pain and/or diarrhea. The retention rate for patients with suspected IBD was 3.6% (95% CI 1.7% – 8.6%) but that for patients with established IBD was 8.2% (95% CI 6.0% – 11.0%) [121]. Capsule retention is usually asymptomatic [122, 123] and the capsule can remain in the small bowel without symptoms for several months or even be naturally egested during subsequent follow-up [122 – 134]. In a recent study, only 2 out of 104 capsule retrievals (1.9%) developed into a symptomatic bowel obstruction [121, 123]. Thus, unless malignancy is strongly suspected, conservative observation is a justified therapeutic option for management of capsule retention in the majority of cases. During this period, targeted treatment with medications (including corticosteroids as appropriate), may promote capsule egestion in up to 20% – 30% of patients with capsule retention [119, 128, 129].

When capsule retrieval is required, both DAE and surgery appear to be viable alternatives. In early capsule studies surgery was the treatment of choice, even in asymptomatic cases [123, 128, 130 – 133]. In current practice, the increasing availability of DAE has reduced the need for surgery. If a capsule is retained in the small bowel and early surgical management is not required, DAE has proven to be extremely effective (90% – 100% of cases) in achieving capsule retrieval [135 – 137]. Nevertheless, surgical intervention remains the first choice in all cases in which investigations unequivocally suggest the presence of a neoplastic disease. In these cases surgery is primarily aimed at treating the small-bowel disease, simultaneously allowing capsule retrieval.

Other complications reported in the literature such as bowel perforation and capsule disintegration are anecdotal and have only been published as case reports [123 – 126]. Possible complications that were postulated at the time of introduction of capsule endoscopy into clinical practice (e.g. retention of capsules within jejunal or colonic diverticula, interaction with pacemakers, etc.) were shown to be very infrequent and/or without clinically relevant consequences [138]. Conversely, capsule aspiration has emerged as a potentially serious albeit infrequent adverse event [139]. A recent systematic literature review reported that the overall aspiration rate is 0.1% [140]. Although capsule endoscopy has been demonstrated to be safe in elderly patients, most capsule tracheobronchial aspirations (around 90%) have been reported in this subset of patients [134, 138 – 140]. Hitherto undisguised silent swallowing disorders may be the underlying cause of these findings. Therefore, a complete clinical history before capsule administration is highly recommended; special attention should be paid to identifying potential swallowing dysfunction in elderly patients. In the situation where a patient has swallowing disorders or difficulties, the physician should place the capsule endoscopically into the duodenum (preferably with a dedicated capsule endoscopy delivery device or, if this is unavailable, through other accessories, such as a Roth Net). Such techniques have been demonstrated to be feasible and safe [141 – 143].
3.11 Use of the patency capsule

**RECOMMENDATION**
ESGE recommends taking a complete medical history (e.g., previous abdominal surgery, prescribed and over-the-counter medications taken, obstructive symptoms, etc.) in all patients undergoing SBCE. Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**
ESGE does not recommend offering a patency capsule procedure indiscriminately to all patients undergoing capsule endoscopy. Strong recommendation, low quality evidence. ESGE recommends that a patency capsule procedure should be offered to patients at increased risk of capsule retention. Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

As noted above, the overall capsule retention rate is low and is related to clinical indication [121]. Therefore the routine use of a technique aimed at preventing capsule retention is not necessary in every patient referred for SBCE. However, the presence of a combination of symptoms of abdominal pain, abdominal distension, and nausea/vomiting before capsule endoscopy has been shown to be associated with a significantly higher rate of capsule retention [122, 130, 144, 145]. Furthermore, previous small-bowel resection, abdominal/pelvic radiation therapy, and chronic use of high dose nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have all been shown to increase the risk of capsule retention [131, 132, 145–148]. Therefore, before performing capsule endoscopy it is crucial to carefully assess the patient’s past medical history in order to identify those requiring a dedicated preliminary work-up aimed at preventing capsule retention.

In this setting, small-bowel follow-through (SBFT) and abdominal computed tomography (CT) are unreliable whereas patency capsule testing and dedicated small-bowel cross-sectional imaging techniques have both been found to be effective [149]. A recently published meta-analysis (including 5 studies and 203 patients) confirmed the accuracy of patency capsule testing, with a sensitivity of 97% (95% CI 93%–99%), a specificity of 83% (95% CI 65%–94%) and an area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of 0.9557 [150]. Unfortunately, studies comparing patency capsule testing and dedicated small-bowel cross-sectional imaging techniques in patients at increased risk for capsule retention are limited, and the results have been conflicting. Yadav et al. showed a substantial equivalence between use of the patency capsule and dedicated cross-sectional imaging techniques [151], whereas a multicenter Italian study showed that the retention rate was significantly lower (0.7%) in high risk patients with negative patency capsule results than in those with negative results from dedicated prior small-bowel cross-sectional imaging (8.3%) [152]. Furthermore the patency capsule procedure does not require significant exposure to ionizing radiation; it is also user-friendly and has a very high negative predictive value. On the other hand, some cases of obstruction due to patency capsule ingestion have been reported [153].

4. Statements and recommendations on device-assisted enteroscopy (DAE)

**4.1. Commercially available devices**

The commercially available enteroscopes and dedicated overscopes for DAE, are listed in Table 2 (see Appendix e3, online only Supplementary material).

**4.2 Preparation**

**RECOMMENDATION**
ESGE recommends 8–12 hours fasting from solid food and also 4–6 hours fasting from liquids before the procedure, for patients undergoing antegrade DAE. For patients undergoing retrograde DAE, ESGE recommends the optimal colonoscopy preparation regimen. Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

As with other endoscopic procedures [154], the quality of bowel preparation and absence of residue is paramount for lesion detection at DAE. Additionally, food residue or fecal debris can hinder the DAE procedure through excessive friction between the enteroscope and the overtube.

There are no comparative studies on preparation for antegrade (peroral) DAE. Moreover, all authors report a similar regimen, which is based on small-bowel physiology [155–157]: an 8–12-hour fast from solid food and a 4–6-hour fast from liquids is usually recommended [158–161]. For retrograde (peranal) DAE, an optimal colonoscopy preparation regimen [158–161] is generally recommended. Its schedule differs from study to study. Since suboptimal colonic cleansing can significantly hamper DAE progression and prevent ileocecal valve intubation, ESGE recommends the state-of-the-art colonoscopy preparation regimen [162, 163].

In the presence of an underlying clinical condition, which may increase the risk of luminal residue (e.g. in the context of small-bowel stenosis or obstructive symptoms), a more prolonged fast and the use of bowel preparation should be considered even in patients undergoing antegrade DAE. In these cases, the optimal preparation schedule should be decided upon on a case-by-case basis, taking into account several factors such as procedure timing, clinical indication, sedation regimen, expected lesion location, enteroscope insertion route etc. Urgent DAE for large-volume bleeding should be performed via the antegrade route (see also section 4.5) [164, 165] and in this context, the abovementioned recommendations for scheduled antegrade DAE should also be followed.
4.3 Setting

RECOMMENDATION
ESGE recommends performing diagnostic DAE as a day-case procedure in patients without significant underlying co-morbidities; in patients with co-morbidities and/or those undergoing a therapeutic procedure, an inpatient stay is recommended.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.
The choice between different settings also depends on sedation protocols.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

The choice between inpatient and day-case setting mostly depends on the need for periprocedural clinical monitoring. Vigilant clinical monitoring is mandatory whenever there is an increased risk of adverse events. Published data on DAE adverse events mainly come from DBE studies. The overall DAE-related complication rate is around 1% [166–172]. The complication rate of diagnostic procedures is up to 0.8% [166–171], while that of therapeutic procedures may be as high as 8% [173–175]. The most common complications of DAE are perforation, bleeding, and pancreatitis. Bleeding and perforation are more commonly associated with therapeutic interventions, such as polypectomy (up to 10%, when large polyps are resected en bloc) [175] and dilation of strictures (up to 8%) [173]. Pancreatitis has been reported to occur in 0.3% of DAE procedures (in the large majority of cases during antegrade DAE). The mechanism of DAE-related acute pancreatitis appears to be possibly related to ischemic-traumatic injury to the pancreas during push-and-pull maneuvers [171]. Post-DAE acute pancreatitis has been found to be associated with the duration of the procedure and the depth of endoscope insertion [176–180]. The risk of pancreatitis may be reduced by a careful, atraumatic technique, minimizing mechanical stress and avoiding inflation of balloons within the proximal duodenum [175]. Other preventive measures are highlighted in section 4.10 of this document.

Although, as detailed above, procedure-related complications have been reported in patients undergoing high risk endoscopic therapy (e.g., balloon dilation, resection of large polyp, and stenting), severe complications (i.e., perforation) have also been reported in patients receiving hemostatic treatments (e.g., argon plasma coagulation), which are generally considered to be low risk endoscopic therapies in other gastrointestinal segments. Therefore, for all patients undergoing therapeutic procedures, the ESGE recommends prolonged post-procedure patient monitoring; this is best performed in the inpatient setting. Patients who have significant co-morbidities are at a higher risk of adverse events (mostly sedation-related complications; see section 4.4) and should generally also be offered inpatient monitoring post-DAE.

Adverse event rates for the different types of DAE have been shown to be similar [181–187], regardless of patient age [188, 189]. Therefore, patient age and type of DAE equipment used should not influence the choice of procedure setting. Although the rate of acute pancreatitis is higher in patients undergoing antegrade examination [166, 167], the different insertion route alone (antegrade or retrograde) should not influence the choice of setting.

These recommendations should be locally implemented, taking into account local organizational models and reimbursement policies.

4.4 Sedation

RECOMMENDATION
ESGE recommends adequate, safe sedation for DAE.
Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.
ESGE suggests that conscious sedation, deep sedation, and general anesthesia are all acceptable alternatives: the choice between them should be governed by procedure complexity, clinical factors, and local organizational protocols.
Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

DAE procedures are lengthy, and require adequate small-bowel distension for effective lesion visualization and treatment. Furthermore, both the enteroscope and overtube need to be advanced and withdrawn repeatedly over the course of the procedure; this manipulation of the small bowel, its mesentry, and adjacent viscera may cause discomfort/pain. This may impact on the patient’s compliance and the overall effectiveness of the procedure. In addition, patient movement during DAE can make the procedure more technically challenging. Adequate, safe sedation during DAE is therefore highly advantageous. Nevertheless, sedation safety should remain paramount, since sedation-related complications have been reported in up to 0.5% of the 2245 patients collected in a prospective German database [168].

A wide range of sedation protocols for DAE has been described in the literature, and all of them have been reported to be safe. Several large recently published case series [190–194], including both retrograde and antegrade procedures, showed that enteroscopy may be safely performed under combined benzodiazepine and opiate delivered sedation, even in patients with relevant co-morbidities. Nevertheless, these are mostly retrospective case series, not focused on sedation-related complications. Therefore, as recently suggested [195], the sedation-related complication rate might be underestimated in patients undergoing DAE with conscious sedation.

The retrospective study by Zubek et al. [196] showed that, in patients undergoing DBE, general anesthesia with endotracheal intubation prevents the risk of aspiration and can also be safely applied. With adequate training, sedation-related adverse events such as hypotension, desaturation and apnea can be rapidly and effectively managed. In 2014 Sethi et al. [197] showed that, for patients undergoing single-balloon enteroscopy, monitored anesthesia care (MAC) without endotracheal intubation is safe; the same applies to nurse-administered intermittent deep sedation with propofol for advanced endoscopies...
(including DBE) [198]. Recently, Kawano et al. [199] proposed a new sedation regimen for antegrade DBE procedures, based on target-controlled infusion anesthesia with propofol, plus an intravenous bolus of pentazocine when needed, under bispectral (BIS) monitoring. In this study no patient experienced any serious adverse event and the sedation protocol was rated as satisfactory by all patients and by 80% of endoscopists.

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one comparative study focused on DAE sedation [200]. This prospective nonrandomized case series compares gastroenterologist-guided nurse-administered conscious sedation (benzodiazepine–opiate combination) with anesthetist-delivered sedation (MAC or general anesthesia), in patients undergoing spiral enteroscopy. No differences in either the procedural outcome or complication rate were encountered, leading the authors to favor the use of conscious sedation. Nevertheless, because of the lack of randomization (the American Society of Anesthesiologists [ASA] score [201] as well as the prevalence of intestinal adhesions being different between the two groups), the conclusions reached remain questionable.

Unfortunately, there are few available data regarding the impact of sedation on DAE success or estimated small-bowel depth of insertion. Murino et al. [202], by analyzing the factors influencing the depth of insertion during DBE, showed that it was not related to the type of sedation used (conscious sedation or general anesthesia). Tanaka et al. [203] reported that retrograde DBE could be effectively performed under conscious sedation, whereas the antegrade route required deeper sedation. Interestingly, Sidhu et al. confirmed this observation only in young patients (mean age 54 years, range 18–70), while in older patients undergoing DBE (mean age 77 years, range 70–83) the mean dosage of sedatives (benzodiazepine and opiate) was comparable, regardless of the insertion route [189]. However, to date, no large randomized prospective studies have evaluated DAE success according to the type of sedation anesthesia used.

Notwithstanding this limitation, currently available data suggest that the sedation regimen does not appear to generate differences in small-bowel insertion depth and overall DAE procedure success rates. Not enough data currently exist that relate to different DAE techniques or to different insertion routes according to the sedation regimen. Similarly, specific data about patient satisfaction according to sedation or different devices are lacking. Therefore, at the present time, a specific sedation regimen cannot be recommended. As for other advanced endoscopic procedures, the choice of sedation regimen would depend on patient-related and other clinical factors (e.g., comorbidities, ASA score, ongoing therapies etc.), on technical issues (e.g., expected procedure duration, planned endoscopic therapy etc.), and also on local organizational protocols. Therefore this choice often involves different specialists (e.g., gastroenterologists, anesthesiologists, nurses etc.), and may influence several practical issues such as the setting (day-case procedure vs. inpatient procedure).

4.5 Choice of insertion route (antegrade vs. retrograde)

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that the findings of previous diagnostic investigations should guide the choice of insertion route.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

If the location of the small-bowel lesion is unknown or uncertain, ESGE recommends that the antegrade route should be generally preferred.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

In the setting of massive overt bleeding, ESGE recommends an initial antegrade approach.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends against performing antegrade and retrograde DAEs in the same session.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

DAE is usually preceded by less invasive investigations, such as SBCE or dedicated small-bowel cross-sectional imaging (i.e., computed tomographic or magnetic resonance enterography or enteroclysis). These investigations may allow estimation of the location of a small-bowel lesion and should be used to guide the insertion route for DAE.

In 2006 Gay et al. [204] performed a study in which a SBCE transit time-based index was used to decide the DBE insertion route. In this study, a retrograde DBE was performed if the capsule transit time from ingestion to lesion detection was >75% of the total time from ingestion to cecal visualization. The authors found that the positive and the negative predictive values of this SBCE transit time-based index were 94.7% and 96.7%, respectively. Therefore, it appeared to reliably predict the correct DAE route of approach; only about 12% of cases required a second DAE via the alternative route.

Subsequently, Li et al. proposed a time-based location index, defined as the time from the pylorus to the lesion as a percentage of the time from the pylorus to the ileocecal valve [119]. In a study of 60 patients who underwent both SBCE and DAE, a cutoff of 60% was highly accurate in guiding the choice of DAE insertion route. These results have been recently confirmed by Mandalia et al. [205].
In a retrospective study of 250 DAE procedures performed for several clinical indications, Sanaka et al. [206] demonstrated that the antegrade route was associated with a higher diagnostic yield than the retrograde route. This was also shown by Akyuz et al. [207], who found that the detection of significant small-bowel pathology was higher for the antegrade route in the subgroup of patients with small-bowel bleeding. This observation, namely that pathological lesions in the context of patients with small-bowel bleeding were identified more frequently in the proximal small bowel, has also been shown in several other studies [161, 206–211]. These data support the antegrade approach route when previous pre-DAE investigations are unable to provide data about lesion location, at least in patients referred for suspected small-bowel bleeding. In contrast, in the context of Crohn’s disease or neuroendocrine tumors, a retrograde approach should be considered first, given the propensity of these conditions to involve the distal small bowel [212, 213].

When the target lesion is not reached, the deepest point of insertion into the small bowel should always be marked with a submucosal tattoo. A further DAE, performed via the opposite route, can then be attempted in order to reach the target lesion or the tattoo [168, 174, 214]. A retrospective analysis of 290 DBE procedures by Teshima et al. [215] demonstrated an increased insertion depth for the retrograde approach if this was performed on a separate occasion, rather than immediately following antegrade insertion, implying that achievement of pan-enteroscopy may be more likely if antegrade and retrograde approaches are performed on separate days. Therefore, a combined antegrade and retrograde approach during the same session is not generally recommended.

### 4.6 Estimating the insertion depth

#### RECOMMENDATION

ESGE recommends that, for balloon-assisted enteroscopy (i.e., SBE and DBE), small-bowel insertion depth should be estimated by counting net advancement of the enteroscope during the insertion phase, with confirmation of this estimate during withdrawal.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

The method for measuring insertion depth was first described for DBE [216, 217]. During a DBE procedure, insertion depth of the enteroscope into the small bowel should be estimated by recording, on one standardized form, the net advancement of the endoscope for each push-and-pull maneuver; these net estimates are then added to obtain the overall estimated depth of insertion. This method was initially developed using an ex vivo animal model [216] and was also eventually tested on in vivo porcine models [218]. In the latter study the insertion depth was estimated during insertion and withdrawal. Although both these estimates were similar to the autopsy reference standard, the estimates obtained during the insertion phase were more accurate. Two other alternative methods have subsequently been proposed: one is based on counting the folds during withdrawal [219], while the other is based on measurement of overtube advancement [220]. However, both these alternatives have some limitations: the first method is not easily applicable in clinical practice whereas the second is based on the hypothesis that 5 cm of overtube advancement invariably correspond to 40 cm of enteroscope advancement. Unfortunately, the small bowel is not always plicated onto the overtube in the same way, it is not continuously filled with the same volume of insufflating gas, and not all small-bowel segments can be stretched in the same way. Furthermore, the overtube balloon can slip back in the presence of adhesions or tight angulations.

Since all balloon-assisted enteroscopy techniques are based on the push-and-pull principle, the method for insertion depth estimation proposed for DBE has also been applied to SBE. Nevertheless, there are some specific SBE-related issues that can make insertion depth estimation even more challenging. During SBE, the enteroscope tip angulation used for the pull maneuver [221] partially obstructs the view and this may make estimation of depth more challenging. Although this potential limitation could be overcome by the use of suction instead of tip angulation, small-bowel slippage from the enteroscope tip and/or overtube during pullback may make estimation of insertion more difficult, particularly when the enteroscope is located deep within the small bowel or in cases of technically challenging anatomy.
In contrast to BAE, in which insertion depth is estimated in a step-by-step manner during intubation, at spiral enteroscopy small-bowel depth is estimated on withdrawal [222]; the endoscopist attempts to estimate the length of small bowel “released” from the overtube as it is gradually withdrawn.

Regardless of the type of DAE used, enteroscopists should undergo specific training, ideally facilitated by dedicated small-bowel models [222], and estimated insertion depth should be documented on one structured standard form [222]. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that insertion depth is frequently only a rough estimate and, even if reliable, should not obviate the requirement for tattoo-based marking of lesion location and/or deepest point of insertion.

Several studies have compared the different DAE techniques in order to determine which facilitates a more extensive evaluation of the small bowel. Unfortunately, most of these studies are retrospective, nonrandomized, single-center, and performed by expert endoscopists only. Because of these methodological limitations, combined with the subjective nature of estimation of small-bowel insertion, these studies have shown conflicting results. There are three randomized controlled studies comparing SBE with DBE [219, 223, 224]. Two of these [219, 223] reported comparable insertion depths, whereas the third one [224] showed that DBE was associated with deeper insertion.

In light of these inconsistencies, two meta-analyses of RCTs have been performed [225, 226]. Both these meta-analyses showed that DBE and SBE were similar in terms of estimated insertion depth, diagnostic yield, therapeutic yield, and complications. This result is in keeping with that of a previous systematic review on the same topic (which included 68 studies that were mostly prospective retrospective studies and case series) [227]. When antegrade DBE was compared with spiral enteroscopy, two back-to-back studies [228, 229] consistently showed that DBE allowed deeper insertion.

Complete enteroscopy has also been proposed as a metric for the comparison of different DAE techniques. Although prospective RCTs comparing DBE and SBE [214, 223, 224, 230], reported conflicting results, both of the recently published meta-analyses confirmed that the total enteroscopy rate was significantly higher for DBE when compared with SBE [225, 226]. Nevertheless, although total enteroscopy remains a useful achievement, the diagnostic and therapeutic yield of DBE and SBE remain similar. Furthermore, although a negative complete small-bowel enteroscopy is clinically reassuring, diagnosis and therapy can often be accomplished in a single session and the achievement of complete enteroscopy is only required in a minority of patients. At present therefore, DBE and SBE (the two modalities for which there is substantial evidence), appear similarly suitable for routine clinical practice; less data are available for spiral enteroscopy. In addition, new enteroscopes are under evaluation (e.g., the automatic spiral enteroscope, new DBE prototypes), which may increase our capability for inspecting the entire small bowel in a single session, decrease operative time, and facilitate therapeutic maneuvers in the future.

What emerges clearly from all current studies, regardless of specific DAE technique, is that both the estimated depth of insertion and complete enteroscopy rate increase with experience [4, 216, 231–234]. Appropriate training as well as high procedure volume are relevant factors for mastering DAE and for ensuring technical success and clinical effectiveness.

### 4.7 Use of fluoroscopy

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that routine use of fluoroscopy is not essential. Nevertheless, it may be useful in particular circumstances (e.g., during the learning curve, in patients with altered anatomy, or in those with small-bowel strictures, etc).

Weak recommendation, low quality evidence.

Only one prospective randomized study evaluated the impact of the routine use of fluoroscopy in antegrade DBE [235]. In this study, fluoroscopic control had no influence on insertion depth, or procedure time. However, it should be borne in mind that in this study a highly experienced endoscopist performed all procedures and this fact may have had a bearing on the result.

In large retrospective case series, fluoroscopy was mainly applied on-demand, depending on the endoscopist’s experience and the patient’s small-bowel anatomy [234, 235]. Fluoroscopy is reported to be particularly useful at the beginning of the learning curve and in the presence of post-surgical adhesions [234, 236]. Although the majority of studies were performed with DBE, we can, in all probability, extend the present recommendations about fluoroscopy to SBE because of the similarities in the endoscopic technique [221]. As far as spiral enteroscopy is concerned, there are currently no data or studies focused on this specific topic.

In the context of suspected small-bowel strictures (e.g., in patients with Crohn’s disease), the use of fluoroscopy is recommended particularly to assess the complexity of any stenosis (e.g., length, angulation, and caliber), through the use of radiological contrast media [237]. The use of fluoroscopic control is mandatory for effective and safe dilation of small-bowel strictures (see also section 4.10).

### 4.8 Use of carbon dioxide for insufflation

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends carbon dioxide (CO₂) for insufflation in all patients undergoing DAE.

Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.

DAE procedures usually take over 1 hour to complete and require insufflation with large volumes of gas [238]. Whereas insufflation using air may lead to significant small-bowel distension during and after the procedure, CO₂ is rapidly absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and as a result leads to less distension. Several RCTs have evaluated the use of CO₂ in DAE and...
its impact on patient comfort and insertion depth [239–242].

A systematic review with meta-analysis by Nishizawa et al. [243] has recently analyzed 4 RCTs (2 on DBE and 2 on SBE; 461 patients overall, 235 randomized to undergo enteroscopy with air and 226 with CO2 insufflation) that aimed to evaluate the impact of CO2 in DAE procedures. When compared with air, use of CO2 insufflation significantly increased the insertion depth for antegrade enteroscopy, but not for the retrograde approach. The use of CO2 insufflation significantly reduced post-procedure abdominal pain in both retrograde and antegrade DAE. Interestingly, Lenz et al. [241] reported that in the subgroup of patients with a history of abdominal surgery, CO2 insufflation appeared to be particularly beneficial, since the insertion depth for antegrade procedures performed in these cases was significantly greater when CO2 was used (~60 cm deeper than when air was used as the insufflating gas).

Various studies [9, 244–248] have shown that the use of CO2 is safe, even during lengthy endoscopic procedures (including DAE [9, 239–243, 248]) and that standard patient monitoring is sufficient for its use.

Based on findings from studies on water-assisted colonoscopy [249–251], some authors have recently suggested the use of water, instead of CO2, for luminal distension at DAE. Liang et al. [252] recently randomly allocated 110 consecutive patients to undertake SBE with standard CO2 insufflation or with the water-exchange technique. They found that the water-exchange method improved complete enteroscopy rates and small-bowel insertion depths during SBE. Adverse events for water-exchange enteroscopy were similar to those observed with the CO2 insufflation method. These preliminary results warrant further research.

4.9 How to optimize evaluation of the small-bowel mucosa

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends inspecting the small-bowel mucosa with adequate insufflation, preferably during the withdrawal phase.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

There are no studies comparing the detection rate of small-bowel lesions during enteroscope insertion and withdrawal. Minimal insufflation during the insertion phase enables small-bowel plication onto the overtube and this in turn facilitates deeper insertion. Suboptimal distension, however, may hinder the identification of mucosal lesions, especially when these are small or located between nondistended folds. Therefore, the small-bowel mucosa should be assessed with adequate luminal distension, mainly during the withdrawal phase.

As with other endoscopic procedures [253], the use of a dedicated, short, transparent plastic cap (distal attachment) has been proposed by experts to improve visualization of small lesions behind folds, and also to ease therapeutic procedures by exposing the lesion [254]. Dufault et al. [255] have recently reported a case series of 36 patients in which the routine use of a transparent cap allowed a successful terminal ileal intubation during retrograde SBE in 97% of cases.

Misra et al. [256] showed that the administration of the antispasmodic agent hyoscine-N-butyrylbromide facilitates terminal ileal intubation and visualization during colonoscopy. However, to date, there are no studies evaluating the effect of the administration of antispasmodic agents on DAE lesion detection rates.

4.10 Therapeutic maneuvers

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that, for small-bowel pathology, DAE should be the preferred option for investigation and therapeutic intervention before more invasive modalities, unless otherwise clinically indicated.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that all endoscopic therapeutic procedures can be undertaken at the time of DAE.

Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends that, when therapeutic interventions are performed, additional specific safety measures are needed to prevent complications.

Strong recommendation, high quality evidence.

DAE facilitates all endotherapeutic modalities, including hemostatic treatments (by argon plasma coagulation [APC], injection therapy, and clip placement), resection of polyloid lesions, dilation of strictures, stent placement, retrieval of foreign bodies, direct insertion of jejunal feeding tubes (direct percutaneous endoscopic jejunoostomy [DPEJ]), and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) post gastric surgery [160, 161, 174, 217, 237, 257–269].

Given the position of the lesions identified and treated by DAE (deep within the small bowel), surgical intervention used to be the only viable therapeutic option before DAE was introduced into clinical practice. DAE endotherapy currently offers a safe and effective alternative to major surgery (see also section 4.3) and often represents the preferred option for treatment of small-bowel pathology. However, especially when deal-
ing with patients with complex small-bowel diseases, the evaluation of treatment options and treatment planning are collaborative processes: these patients are best managed with a multidisciplinary approach involving different health care professionals such as gastroenterologists, radiologists, surgeons, anesthesiologists, and pathologists.

Therapeutic interventions during DAE are however technically demanding, given the long (2 m) enteroscope. Also, therapy by DAE is often made more challenging by atypical small-bowel looping and a relatively unstable enteroscope position [270]. In addition, given that the small-bowel wall is particularly thin (only up to 3 mm in thickness) [271], one should be particularly careful to avoid perforation when applying endotherapy within the small bowel. Although there are no published studies comparing different endotherapies, experts recommend particular precautions when undertaking these within the small bowel. These safety recommendations, depending on the therapeutic modality, are as follows:

- **APC of vascular lesions.** Keeping in mind both the reduced small-bowel wall thickness and manufacturers’ recommendations, low wattage settings should be used; pre-injection of saline into the submucosa before application of APC should also be performed, particularly for large (>0.5 – 0.7-cm) vascular lesions.

- **Endoscopic resection of mucosal lesions.** In order to reduce the risk of perforation and bleeding, the base of the stalk of pedunculated lesions may be injected with a dilute solution of adrenaline in normal saline (1 in 100 000). Sessile lesions, as well as large lesions, would be best resected piecemeal after submucosal injection. However, because of the small diameter of the small-bowel lumen, injection of a large volume of lifting solution should be avoided. (For example, 1 – 2 mL at the base of pedunculated polyps or 5 – 10 mL for flat lesions are usually enough to ensure a safe resection, leaving enough space for an easy and effective snare placement.) For the resection of hamartomatous pedunculated polyps (e.g. in the setting of Peutz–Jeghers syndrome), the stalk should be resected close to the polyp head, in order to reduce the risk of perforation and to allow adequate post-polypectomy clip placement to the polyp stalk stump after resection [272, 273].

- **Dilation of small-bowel strictures.** Prior to endoscopic balloon dilation (EBD), a thorough evaluation of the number, location, characteristics, and length of the strictures should be performed by dedicated small-bowel diagnostic imaging [173, 266, 274, 275]. Short strictures (<5 cm) are more likely to have a favorable long-term response than longer ones [173, 266, 276]. Active inflammation, such as deep ulceration within the stricture, is associated with a higher risk of perforation and should be managed with escalation of medical therapy before EBD is reconsidered [173, 266, 274 – 276]. Another factor that may increase perforation risk is sharp angulation; straight strictures are therefore considered to be more appropriate for EBD [173, 266]. A thorough-the-scope approach, using a clear-balloon dilation system is currently the most frequently used technique associated with favorable outcomes [173, 266]. Gradual insufflation of the balloon with water, under direct endoscopic vision, up to a maximum diameter of 18 – 20 mm for 1 – 2 minutes is the generally recognized practice [173, 266]. Fluoroscopy may provide further characterization at the time of EBD and its use is highly recommended [173, 274, 275]. Long-term success may require repeating EBD in selected cases [266].

- **Direct percutaneous endoscopic jejunostomy (DPEJ) feeding tube placement.** Similarly to the placement of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube, adequate translumination and digital indentation are prerequisites for safety and success [267]. The use of a 21-G “seeker” needle and snaring of this to anchor the jejunal loop position during insertion of the DPEJ trocar is also considered to be an essential safety measure [267].

Although there are no published comparative studies on this subject, most experts would recommend performing endotherapy on withdrawal. Enhanced visualization of lesions for therapy on withdrawal may be achieved by partial inflation of the enteroscope balloon, since this allows straightening and gentle stretching of any plicated small-bowel folds. Small solitary lesions, such as tiny vascular lesions, which may be difficult to find again on withdrawal, would be best treated during the insertion phase of the enteroscopy.

### 4.11 Reporting

In this section, specific DAE-related data which must be included in the enteroscopy report are listed. These data, shown in Table 3 (see Appendix e3 online-only Supplementary material), do not substitute for but complete the standard endoscopy report [277 – 279].

### 4.12 Complication rate and prevention of complications

The spectrum and rates of complications for DAE are discussed in detail in sections 4.3 and 4.4. Information on complication prevention is reported in those sections. For complications related to therapeutic maneuvers and their prevention, please refer to section 4.10. As with patients undergoing other endoscopic procedures, a careful and detailed medical history should be taken before DAE, with particular attention to medications (e.g., antiplatelets and anticoagulants) that can potentially increase the risk of bleeding. The management of patients using such medications should be undertaken according to specific guidelines [280] in which diagnostic DAE and DAE without polypectomy is considered as a low risk procedure.
4.13 Patient management after examination

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE suggests that patients may drink 1 hour after and eat 2 hours after a diagnostic enteroscopy. After therapeutic interventions, the ESGE suggests a more cautious approach as regards oral intake, depending on the type of endoscopic therapy performed and the clinical circumstances.

Weak recommendation, very low quality evidence.

**RECOMMENDATION**

ESGE recommends against routine testing of amylase/lipase levels after DAE procedures.

Strong recommendation, low quality evidence.

There are no studies specifically focused on post-procedure management; therefore recommendations are mostly based on expert opinion. Patients undergoing diagnostic procedures are generally managed as day-cases (see also section 4.3); once post-sedation recovery is satisfactory, patients may be allowed to drink 1 hour after and to eat a light meal 2 hours after the procedure. Because of the higher risk of potential complications, patients undergoing therapeutic intervention should be managed more cautiously and the exact timing for the commencement of oral intake should be decided on an individual patient basis, depending on the specific endoscopic therapy performed, clinical circumstances, procedure duration, and co-morbidities.

Acute pancreatitis represents a severe procedure-related complication in patients undergoing both diagnostic and therapeutic DAE (see also section 4.3). Early recognition of this potential complication may impact on the final outcome. Several studies [175 – 179, 281 – 285] have shown that although an increase in the amylase and/or lipase levels can be documented in up to 30% – 40% of DAE procedures, acute pancreatitis occurs only in 0.3 % of patients. Therefore, measuring these enzymes routinely after DAE could potentially lead to further unnecessary investigations, prolonged clinical observation, and ultimately to an unjustifiable waste of resources. ESGE recommends that amylase and/or lipase levels should only be tested in cases of severe persistent or recurrent post-procedural abdominal pain, or as clinically indicated.

5. Discussion

ESGE recommendations represent a consensus of best practice based on the available evidence at the time of their writing. However, emerging technical and technological innovations may necessitate a critical appraisal of these statements in the near future. For instance, in the field of capsule endoscopy, the introduction of new capsules with software dedicated to specific conditions could lead to significant changes in clinical practice. Similarly, for DAE, at the time of writing, technological innovations are expected soon. In some countries spiral overtubes are no longer available for purchase and a novel automated spiral enteroscope prototype, which may help to make the procedure easier and quicker, has recently been presented.

Furthermore, although papers relating to both SBCE and DAE are numerous, they are often characterized by important methodological limitations: RCTs and comparative and large population studies are few. Therefore, the proposed statements are often based on expert opinion rather than on methodologically robust evidence.

In the present technical review we have not addressed training-related issues. In fact, there are already specific documents on this topic, establishing thresholds regarding the achievement of competency [286 – 288]. Nevertheless, as frequently mentioned in the present review, we would like to emphasize the paramount importance of adequate training in order to ensure patients receive safe and effective procedures with an optimal experience and clinical outcome. In addition, given the continuous technological evolution in the field, we also wish to underline that gastroenterologists involved with enteroscopy, whether SBCE or DAE, should not only meet the requirements that grant practicing privileges where they work, but should also engage with the process of continuing professional development specifically relating to enteroscopy. ESGE recommendations are intended to be an educational instrument, to provide information which may assist gastroenterologists to provide optimal care to patients. However the proposed statements may not apply to all circumstances, and clinical considerations, as well as resource availability, organizational models, and local reimbursement policies may justify a course of action at variance to these recommendations.

Disclaimer

The legal disclaimer for ESGE Guidelines [17] applies to this Guideline.
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